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joint measures for cardinal movements, compared to current experimental and clinical gold standards.
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New marker-less motion tracking systems use
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modelling to provide high fidelity, low cost, ‘plug

range deflection, maximal deflection) and at one of

and play’ motion capture in real-world contexts.
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Given these features, this technology has the
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potential to revolutionize clinical assessment, where
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subjective evaluations plus simple empirical

systems.

measures have previously been the norm. The
proposed study will examine a novel entry into this
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examining the validity of measures of basic
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The primary purpose for the Kinetisense unit is as a
clinical measurement tool, useful in measuring,
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charting, and demonstrating joint postures for clients.
In that capacity, then, the Kinetisense (Kinect sensor
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standards; repeatability of Kinetisense motion
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deflections, with sensor to participant distances at
2.5m.

The Kinetisense unit is not an experimental motion
capture tool, as the software does not support
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interval-based whole body capture, analysis, and
export. Even without these functions, however, the

Kinetisense measures are valid compared to VICON-

system does operate on current best practices and

Peak measures, based on Bland-Altman agreement

technology in marker-less motion capture. In that

analysis. Differences that do exist may be a function

interest, and to further establish measurement

of different segmental models (skin surface for the

validity, the Kinetisense (Kinect sensor plus

VICON, simplified skeleton for the Kinetisense),

Kinetisense software [as of November 18 2014]) has

different data capture methods (time-based three-

been validated against a current experimental

dimensional position sample for the VICON,

standard, namely passive marker infrared three-

instantaneous angular interpolation for the

dimensional motion capture using a VICON, Peak
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